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Abstract. In this research, the comparison
between the results of geomagnetic activity
monitoring using the new local indicators of
geomagnetic activity and the traditional
geomagnetic indices for geomagnetic activity
analysis is made for the period of the strongest
geomagnetic disturbance of the current solar
cycle – the St. Patrick’s Day storm (17–18
March 2015). The results of the research
demonstrated that the classification of magnetic
activity using the mentioned indicators does not
contradict the classical methods. The local
indicators, applied to recognition of disturbances
in the magnetic observatory data, seem an
effective tool for geomagnetic activity analysis,
as they reveal the characteristic features of
geomagnetic disturbances typical for the
observatory latitudinal location and show
agreement the conventional geomagnetic
disturbance distribution and its evolution during
a magnetic storm.
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1. Introduction

Geomagnetic storms are major space weather events.
Storms are well known to be more frequent during the
solar maximum and declining phase of the 11-yr solar
cycle (SC). Strong storms are associated with the pas-
sage of fast coronal mass ejections (CMEs) [Richard-
son and Cane, 2012]. The ejected magnetic cloud
(MC) carries strong southward interplanetary mag-
netic field (IMF) which drives enhanced reconnection
with the Earth’s magnetic field and supplies a great
amount of energy the Earth’s magnetosphere [Dungey,
1961]. It results in intense geomagnetic activity includ-
ing substorm-associated electric current wedge and ring
current build-up.

During the last solar minimum, 2007–2009, the sun-
spot number (SSN) was extremely low and no major ge-
omagnetic storm was recorded. Then, the next SC, SC
24, started. The SSN gradually increased and reached
a maximum of SC 24 in 2012. During the declining
phase of SC 24, on March 17, 2015, which happens to
be St. Patrick’s Day, the strongest geomagnetic storm
of SC 24 occurred following a CME impact. The storm
was rated G4 (“severe”) on the five-level NOAA space
weather scale, geomagnetic disturbances were consid-



erably strong throughout the world, and very active au-
rora were reported from surprisingly low latitudes. The
St. Patrick’s Day storm represents a good case study to
investigate the changes in the features of the magnetic
field fluctuations recorded by the magnetometers.

In this study we analyze the geomagnetic effect of
the St. Patrick’s Day storm using the traditional geo-
magnetic indices and the local indicators of geomag-
netic activity calculated from the data of Russian ob-
servatories. Only the observatories of the INTERMAG-
NET standard are considered. At present twelve Rus-
sian observatories are able to provide the high world-
quality measurements of the Earth’s magnetic field which
satisfy the requirements of INTERMAGNET [Rasson,
2001]. The data are collected using a new geomagnetic
Hardware and Software System (HSS) which was de-
veloped in 2014–2016 for the efficient and automated
retrieval, storage, processing, and analysis for geomag-
netic data [Gvishiani et al., 2014, 2016b]. It provides
the online access to geomagnetic data (both, the ini-
tial and processed ones), a sophisticated classification
of the extreme geomagnetic events, detection of ex-
treme geomagnetic conditions and visualization of the
results.



2. Space Weather Conditions During the

St. Patrick’s Day Geomagnetic Storm

2.1 Interplanetary Conditions

To describe the space weather conditions during the
storm, in Figure 1 we plot the IMF Bz and By com-
ponents, the solar wind speed, density and dynamic
pressure on March 17–18, 2015. The solar wind data
were downloaded from the OMNIWeb website (http://
omniweb.gsfc.nasa.gov/) of the NASA Goddard Space
Flight Center. The magnetic field and plasma data are
5-min-averaged, shifted to the Earth’s magnetopause
nose. Two gaps at 0700–0900 UT and 1500–1700 UT,
March 17 are likely caused by a saturation of the par-
ticle analyzer due to extreme solar wind.

It is well known that the southward component of
the IMF plays a major role in the generation of geo-
magnetic storms. On March 17 the initially conditions
did not look favorable, however the IMF Bz compo-
nent soon began to point sharply south for long periods
which persisted for many hours during the main phase
of the geomagnetic storm. The arrival of interplanetary
shock at the nose of Earth magnetosphere produced a
storm sudden commencement (SSC) at 0445 UT. At

http://omniweb.gsfc.nasa.gov/
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the same time the solar wind speed as measured by
ACE spacecraft increased to above 500 km/s, while
the IMF Bz was initially pointing north (Bz = +25 nT
at 0500 UT, March 17) , a condition known to sup-
press geomagnetic activity. An abrupt increase of the
solar wind speed matches the proton density front and
the corresponding flow pressure increases. The pressure
was enhanced until the end of March 17 with a maxi-
mum of 30 nPa occurred at 1330 UT. The solar wind
speed gradually increased up to 600 km/s on March 17
and then up to 700 km/s.

The storm started at 0600 UT right after the IMF
turned southward. At 0615 UT Bz reached the lo-
cal minimum of −20 nT. Later, shortly after the IMF
turned northward, the storm slightly recovered. Then,
at 1220 UT the IMF turned southward again and caused
the second storm intensification, Thus this event was
a two-step storm. The first step was associated with
a southward IMF embedded in the MC front region,
whereas the second, more prolonged step was associ-
ated with a southward IMF within MC. The IMF Bz
was continuously negative (about −20 nT) until the
end of March 17 and close to zero on March 18. Dur-
ing the first storm intensification, at 0500–1100 UT,
the IMF azimuthal (By) component was strongly neg-



ative (below −20 nT). At 1100 UT it abruptly turned
to the opposite direction and reached +20 nT. In the
end of March 17 the IMF By again became negative
and after that stayed continuously negative for many
hours.

Evolution of solar wind parameters presented in Fig-
ure 1 indicates that the storm was driven by a large
amount of energy penetrating the magnetosphere due
to intense magnetic reconnection during a prolonged
period of strongly southward IMF accompanied and fol-
lowed by high speed streams.

2.2 Global Geomagnetic Activity

Energetic interaction between the solar wind and the
Earth’s magnetosphere causes a movement of plasma
through the magnetosphere and generation of electric
currents which drive a strong geomagnetic activity. To
estimate the global geomagnetic activity we use four
basic geomagnetic indices: the Kp [Menvielle and
Berthelier, 1991], AE [Davis and Sugiura, 1966],
SYM/H [Iyemori, 1992] and PC [Troshichev et al.,
1988] indices. Each index describes the magnetic activ-
ity at different latitudes caused by a particular current
system in the ionosphere and magnetosphere.



The planetary three-hour-range Kp index was intro-
duced by J. Bartels in 1950s and is derived from the
standardized K index of 13 midlatitude magnetic ob-
servatories in Northern and Southern hemispheres. The
planetary Kp index is designed to measure magnetic
effects of the ionospheric currents mostly caused by
solar particle radiation and provides an objective esti-
mation of geomagnetic activity in a quasi-logarithmic
scale. The AE (Auroral Electrojet) index was originally
introduced as a measure of global electrojet activity in
the auroral zone. The AE index is derived from ge-
omagnetic variations in the horizontal component ob-
served at selected (10–13) observatories along the au-
roral zone in the northern hemisphere. The PC (Polar
Cap) index is a characteristic of the polar cap magnetic
activity generated by geoeffective solar wind acting on
the magnetosphere. The index is derived by magnetic
data of only two stations Thule and Vostok located
in the northern and southern near-pole regions. The
SYM/H index is the 1-min analog of the 1-hr Dst index
which represents the magnetic effect of the storm-time
magnetospheric ring current. The index is derived for
H magnetic component measured at four low latitude
observatories.

Figure 2 depicts the high latitude PC and AE in-



Figure 2. Geomagnetic indices for the
St. Patrick’s Day storm period: 1-min PC (a), AE
(b), 3-hour Kp index (d), and SYM/H (c) indices.



dices, the low latitude SYM/H index and the plane-
tary midlatitude Kp index for the period of March 17–
18, 2015. During the storm all indices are disturbed.
A relatively good agreement is between the variation
of PC and AE indices. There are several enhance-
ments in both indices that are associated with strong
intensifications of the substorms occurred in the course
of the main and recovery phases of the storm. The
largest peak in PC (up to 15 mV/m) and AE (up to
2000 nT) occurred at 1400 UT on March 17. The
SYM/H sharply increases at 0445 UT indicating a be-
ginning of an unusually prolonged SSC. Because at the
front of MC the IMF was strongly northward the storm
started almost 2 hours later. At 0900 UT the SYM/H
reached its first minimum of −100 nT. After that the
index slightly increased and then again decreased be-
low −220 nT at 2300 UT. Thus during the St. Patric’s
Day storm there were two intensifications of the ring
current and the storm was actually the two-step one.
The Kp index indicates the enhanced magnetic activity
(Kp > 4) over the globe starting from the SSC and
persisting till the end of March 18. The largest Kp
(up to 8−) are characteristic of the second step of the
storm main phase at 1400–2400 UT. During this period
there were four substorm intensifications when the AE



increased up to 1500 nT.
All four geomagnetic indices indicate the develop-

ment of intense two-step geomagnetic storm accompa-
nied by several intense auroral and polar substorms. All
latitudes were affected.

2.3 Geomagnetic Activity by the Local Indicators

An individual observatory measures the orthogonal ge-
omagnetic components and the total intensity of the
geomagnetic field. These data can be transformed into
the local indicators of geomagnetic activity. The new
indicators are calculated using the mathematical ap-
proaches of the discrete mathematical analysis (DMA).
The DMA is based on the fuzzy logic and includes a se-
ries of algorithms aimed at basic tasks of data analysis.
The DMA algorithms enable a morphological analysis
of the time series, a detection of the formal anoma-
lies and an estimation of the trends [Bogoutdinov et
al., 2010; Soloviev et al., 2009, 2012a, 2012b, 2013;
Zelinskiy et al., 2014]. The DMA has been previously
used for the geophysical monitoring [Agayan et al.,
2016; Gvishiani et al., 2014, 2016a, 2016b; Soloviev
et al., Estimation of geomagnetic activity..., Annals of
Geophysics, in press], for the data processing [Agayan



et al., 2010, 2014; Gvishiani et al., 2011], and for
solution of various other problems which arise in the
practice of geophysical data processing and interpreta-
tion.

The DMA approach is utilized for an automated
multi-criteria recognition of artificial and natural anoma-
lies in the observatory geomagnetic data in the HSS
developed at the GC RAS. Concept of the local indica-
tors is based on dividing the initial record into several
categories using the anomalousness levels, for instance
the background level, weakly anomalous, anomalous,
strongly anomalous levels. The parameter of anoma-
lousness MA which varies in the range of [−1, 1] is cal-
culated using the method described in [Soloviev et al.,
Estimation of geomagnetic activity..., Annals of Geo-
physics, in press]. The scale of anomalousness is uni-
versal for the whole range of actual records. It includes
4 grades:

• −1 ≤ MA(t) < 0.4 for background values;

• 0.4 ≤ MA(t) < 0.55 for weakly anomalous frag-
ments of the time series;

• 0.55 ≤ MA(t) ≤ 0.7 for anomalous fragments;

• 0.7 ≤ MA(t) ≤ 1 for strongly anomalous frag-
ments.



For the geomagnetic records the data analysis is per-
formed for the 3-day period before a given time in-
stant. This time period is considered as the optimal
and representative to analyze the majority of geomag-
netic disturbances. For a particular period, the local
indicators could be derived for any observatory whose
data is stored in the geomagnetic database. List of the
local indicators of geomagnetic activity includes:

1. Recognition of natural anomalies using the mea-
sure of anomalousness (MA);

2. Estimation of geomagnetic disturbances by its max-
imum rate of change (dB/dt, B is the magnetic
induction vector) during 1 hour (E );

3. Estimation of geomagnetic disturbances by its and
amplitude during 1 hour (A);

4. Operational K index calculation (K ).

To date, the geomagnetic data base included to the
HSS collects and stores the data from 12 geomagnetic
observatories located in the different regions of Rus-
sian Federation. The list of observatories along with
its IAGA codes and geographic coordinates is given in
Table 1. Most of the observatories are located at mid-
latitudes.



Table 1. Russian Magnetic Observatories. The INTER-
MAGNET Magnetic Observatories (IMOs) are Marked *

Name IAGA code Geogr. Lat. Geogr. Long.
(deg.) (deg.)

Arti * ARS 56.433 58.567
Borok * BOX 58.068 38.233
Cape Schmidt CPS 68.878 −179.370
Irkutsk * IRT 52.165 104.460
Khabarovsk * KHB 47.610 134.690
Klimovskaya KLI 60.856 39.519
Kazan KZN 55.910 48.790
Magadan * MGD 60.051 150.728
Novosibirsk * NVS 54.850 83.242
Paratunka * PET 52.971 158.248
St. Petersburg * SPG 60.542 29.716
Yakutsk * YAK 61.960 129.660

To illustrate how the local indicators describe the
geomagnetic activity during the St. Patric’s Day mag-
netic storm we apply the indicators (1)–(4) to the hor-
izontal geomagnetic components measured at two ob-
servatories from Table 1: St. Petersburg (SPG) and
Khabarovsk (KHB) located at 60.542◦N and 47.610◦N,
respectively. The KHB is a typical midlatitude obser-
vatory, while the SPG is located closer to the auroral



latitudes. Thus the data from KHB and SPG are repre-
sentative for the different geomagnetic disturbance. In
particular, the KHB magnetometer is likely more sen-
sitive to the magnetic signal of the ring current, while
the SPG magnetometer detects mostly the auroral elec-
trojets.

Figure 3 depicts the actually measured geomagnetic
X component and four local indicators, anomalous-
ness MA, rate of disturbances dB/dt, amplitude of
disturbances A and K index, calculated for SPG dur-
ing the period of March 17–18. Concept of the local
indicator MA is based on a dividing the initial record
into several categories using a given levels of anoma-
lousness. For instance in Figure 3a the background,
marginally anomalous, mildly anomalous and strongly
anomalous level is shown in blue, green, purple and
red, respectively. The local indicator E (Figure 3b)
for estimation of geomagnetic disturbances by its rate
has a common physical meaning as the induced elec-
tric field (E ∼ dB/dt). This indicator is calculated
on 1-hour or 3-hour basis. The indicator for estima-
tion of geomagnetic disturbances by the amplitude A
(Figure 3c) is calculated for the individual sporadic vari-
ation ranges at an individual magnetic observatory. In
the HSS, this indicator is calculated on 1-hr, 3-hr and
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24-hr basis. The operational local K index (Figure 3d)
is considered as a real time general estimation of the
geomagnetic disturbances in comparison with the cor-
responding quiet level. In the frame of HSS the quiet
level is calculated for each day taking into account the
previous 30 days and then the K index is computed.

Figure 4 depicts the same parameters as Figure 3
but for KHB.

3. Discussion

In order to determine the efficiency of the local indi-
cators for the estimation of geomagnetic activity, let
us compare them with the classical geomagnetic in-
dices. The comparison between the results of geomag-
netic activity analysis inferred from the parameter MA
and the K index shows a good agreement in estima-
tion of the storm time disturbances. In particular, just
after the SSC the Kp index increases up to 5−, and
the parameter MA increases up to 0.6–0.7, indicating
that the geomagnetic conditions are considered poten-
tially anomalous. During the storm main phase, when
Kp = 7 + ...8− the parameter keep the value of 0.8–
0.9 with the maximums corresponding to large natural
peaks. In Figure 3 and Figure 4 all this period for MA
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is shown in red or purple indicating strongly disturbed
conditions. On March 18, during the storm recovery
phase the indicator oscillates between −0.5 and 0.5
with some insignificant weakly anomalous fragments
which corresponds to the Kp values of 5+. Hence, the
results of analysis using this indicator practically agree
with the planetary Kp index evolution. For SPG (Fig-
ure 3), the results of estimation of geomagnetic distur-
bances by its rate and amplitude are in agreement with
the AE index evolution. In particular, the periods of ex-
treme AE index at 1300–1600, 1625–1950, 2000–2210
and 2300–0100 UT on March 17 are collocated with
the extreme (strongly anomalous) periods of the rate
and amplitude parameters. According to the indicator
for estimation the disturbances by the rate of change,
the strong level of anomalousness corresponds to the
periods beginning from 1400, 1500 and 1700 UT. Large
oscillations of the time derivatives after 1700 UT can
be observed both in the SPG observatory X component
and the AE index. Estimation of the amplitudes shows
that the storm main phase period is considered strongly
anomalous. Also one can see some agreement between
this indicator and Kp data, though not so clear as in
the previous case.

For KHB (Figure 4), the total range of variation is



about 240 nT which is approximately 10 times less than
the range for the SPG observatory. The KHB observa-
tory is located in the mid-latitude region and registers
only the remote signal of the auroral electrojet. During
the St. Patrick’s Day storm several substorms occurred,
however the H component from KHB does not follow
the variation of the AE index. Instead, the KHB mag-
netometer records mainly the magnetic signal of the
ring current. The shape of actually measured variation
in H component is generally similar to the SYM/H in-
dex which represents the magnetic effect of the equa-
torial ring current. The results of the analysis using
the local indicator MA show that the activity was en-
hanced during the storm main phase. However, the
number and duration of strongly anomalous periods is
smaller compared to the SPG observatory. The ob-
served H component, its time derivative and its hourly
averaged amplitude do not exhibit prolonged periods of
large variations. This explains the absence of anoma-
lous fragments in the indicator E (the corresponding
periods are marked in blue) and the presence of only
few short and isolated anomalous fragments for the in-
dicator A. All the anomalous and strongly anomalous
fragments match the peaks on H .

Comparing the second and forth panels in Figure 3



and Figure 4, one can see that under the storm time
conditions the operational local K indices usually vary
in accordance with the parameter of anomalousness cal-
culated for each observatory. While the planetary in-
dex Kp differs in detail from the local indicators, all of
them are significantly enhanced during the same period
of time.

4. Conclusions

Comparison of the results of geomagnetic activity mon-
itoring using the local indicators with the traditional
geomagnetic indices for geomagnetic activity analysis
during St. Patrick’s Day magnetic storm demonstrated
that the classification of magnetic activity using the
mentioned indicators is in agreement with the classical
methods. The main conclusions are the following:

1. The local indicators, applied to recognition of geo-
magnetic disturbances in the observatory data seem
an effective tool for geomagnetic activity analysis.
The approaches allow determining the gradations
of anomalousness in geomagnetic records. The ge-
omagnetic activity estimations using the local in-
dicators reveal the characteristic features of geo-



magnetic disturbances typical for the observatory
latitudinal location. These results show a good
agreement with the conventional geomagnetic dis-
turbance distribution and its evolution during a
magnetic storm.

2. The effectiveness of the parameter of anomalous-
ness is similar to the classical geomagnetic K index.
This parameter could be considered as an advanced
approach to geomagnetic monitoring, due to its re-
altime operation and the same temporal resolution
as the initial cadence of measurements.

3. The local indicators for estimation of the rate of ge-
omagnetic disturbances and its amplitude provide
an overall dynamic image of the disturbed period.
In the particular case of magnetic storm, these in-
dicators generally match the AE index variations.
Further analysis will be performed in the future, in-
cluding comparison of different data sets for differ-
ent auroral and subauroral magnetic observatories.
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